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Zinc accelerates respiratory burst termination in human PMN 
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A B S T R A C T   

The respiratory burst of phagocytes is essential for human survival. Innate immune defence against pathogens 
relies strongly on reactive oxygen species (ROS) production by the NADPH oxidase (NOX2). ROS kill pathogens 
while the translocation of electrons across the plasma membrane via NOX2 depolarizes the cell. Simultaneously, 
protons are released into the cytosol. Here, we compare freshly isolated human polymorphonuclear leukocytes 
(PMN) to the granulocytes-like cell line PLB 985. We are recording ROS production while inhibiting the charge 
compensating and pH regulating voltage-gated proton channel (HV1). The data suggests that human PMN and 
the PLB 985 generate ROS via a general mechanism, consistent of NOX2 and HV1. Additionally, we advanced a 
mathematical model based on the biophysical properties of NOX2 and HV1. Our results strongly suggest the 
essential interconnection of HV1 and NOX2 during the respiratory burst of phagocytes. Zinc chelation during the 
time course of the experiments postulates that zinc leads to an irreversible termination of the respiratory burst 
over time. Flow cytometry shows cell death triggered by high zinc concentrations and PMA. Our data might help 
to elucidate the complex interaction of proteins during the respiratory burst and contribute to decipher its 
termination.   

1. Introduction 

The innate immune system is the first line of defence against path-
ogens in the human body. Phagocytes are the cells that represent the 
evolutionary oldest part of the whole immune system [1,2]. Even in 
humans with their active adaptive immune system the innate immune 
system is highly effective. One major part of the dynamic immune 
defence of phagocytes is the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
[3]. An enzyme complex called NADPH oxidase is translocating elec-
trons across the phagosomal membrane into the phagosome [4]. There, 
molecular oxygen is reduced to superoxide (O2

− ). Superoxide reacts 
with protons to produce hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) which may then be 
converted to hypochlorous acid by myeloperoxidase and free chloride 
[5–7]. The hypochlorous acid is a bactericide substance that kills most of 
the pathogens invading the human body. However, the selective trans-
location of charge particles across a double lipid layer generates a 

current and an electrical potential across the membrane [8]. If the 
charge is compensated by a counter charge, this then balances the net 
charge movement across the membrane and the electrical potential 
across the membrane equilibrates. In human phagocytes the 
voltage-gated proton channel (hHV1) is the main charge compensator. 
The voltage-gated proton channel (HV1) selectively conducts protons 
[9] through the membrane, driven by the electrochemical gradient. HV1 
is opened by depolarization of the membrane and acidification of the 
cytosol [10]. It is strongly expressed in phagocytes in intracellular 
membranes and the plasma membrane [11–17]. The NADPH oxidase 
(NOX2) produces free protons in the cytosol by oxidizing NADPH. The 
protons swiftly bind to water and hydronium ions accumulate in the 
cytosol lowering the intracellular pH (pHi). Both low pHi and strong 
depolarization are inhibiting the NOX2 isoforms [18–21]. Therefore, 
HV1 is the optimal partner to compensate for the chemical and electrical 
products originating from NOX2 [22]. The inhibition of ROS production 
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by phagocytes is highly reproducible via zinc ions [16,19,23]. Zn2+ is a 
very potent inhibitor of HV1 function [24]. Zinc binds to the external 
part of the proton channel protein and prevents the channel from gating 
into an open configuration [25–28]. At an external pH = 7.0 zinc in-
hibits HV1 at concentrations around 1 μM [29]. Interestingly, in 
patch-clamp experiments, where membrane potential is controlled by 
the patch-clamp amplifier, zinc concentrations up to 3 mM do not inhibit 
NOX2 function noticeably [19,30]. Accordingly, ROS production in 
phagocytes is inhibited by zinc not directly by affecting NOX2 but 
indirectly via strong depolarization. The effector is HV1. 

In the human body, zinc concentrations up to 1.6 mmol/l are found 
in seminal fluid [31], contributing to the low activity of immune cells in 
the testis. Zinc is concentrated in the insulin vesicles of the β-cells, 
composing hexamers of insulin. Surprisingly, HV1 contributes to insulin 
release from β-cells, and if it is missing, is suspected to lead to glucose 
intolerance [32]. In tissues of the eye extraordinary high amounts of zinc 
per gram tissue have been measured [33,34]. Testis and the eye are 
known to be immune privileged, having reduced immune cell activity 
and quantity. Zinc reduces the activity of immune cells [19,23,35–40]. 
Thus, zinc appears to be a natural regulator of the immune response [41] 
which is often linked to HV1 function. A designed peptide inhibitor, 
targeting the zinc binding sites of HV1, was able to potently reduce ROS 
production in human white blood cells [42]. The peptide inhibitor un-
derscores the function of HV1 as well as zinc during the respiratory burst. 

It has been discussed in detail which factors prolong or terminate the 
respiratory burst in phagocytes [43]. Especially, four factors have been 
suspected to be responsible for the termination of the respiratory burst: 
H2O2 has been suggested, actin has been suggested being essential for 
cytoskeletal motion [44], the regulatory GTPase Rac is involved in 
termination of the respiratory burst [45,46], and the phosphorylation 
status [47]. These appear to be the main four players. However, many 
mechanisms are still under discussion, two of them might be proposed 
by zinc inhibition experiments: cytosolic pH and membrane potential. 
While the pH would affect the entire cell, the effect of strong depolari-
zation will be located at the membrane. Interestingly, it is unknown how 
chelating the zinc from HV1 during the respiratory burst affects ROS 
production. Teleologically, is the effect of zinc inhibition reversible or 
permanent? 

Here, we have measured ROS production of freshly isolated human 
polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMN) and from four human cell lines 
(SBW [NOX2 knock-out, BFP labelled], SgpsIBW [reintroduced NOX2 
gene, BFP labelled], PLB985 [wildtype control], X-CGD [NOX2 knock- 
out]). We were able to prove that inhibition of HV1 by zinc had quali-
tatively the same effect in native cells as in the cell lines. ROS production 
in leucocytes is mainly due to NOX2. The NOX2 knock out cell line X- 
CGD had a miniscule production of ROS. Zinc inhibition was removed by 
adding pH buffered EGTA solution. Zinc chelating experiments showed 
that phagocytes ROS production recovered. However, the longer the 
zinc inhibition lasted the lesser was the recovery of ROS production. The 
mathematical model from Murphy and DeCoursey 2006 [8] was refined 
by adding a Posicast function. The model plus Posicast reproduces the 
experimental data of H2O2 release well. We propose that inhibition of 
HV1 by zinc results in respiratory burst termination. Cell membrane 
integrity measurements via flow cytometry showed enhanced cell death 
due to the phorbol ester (PMA) and high zinc concentrations. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. PMN isolation 

Venous blood was drawn from healthy adult volunteers under the 
informed consent according to procedures approved by the Institutional 
Review Board at the Paracelsus Medical University, Nuremberg, Ger-
many. Blood was diluted with PBS and PMN were purified following the 
publication of Boyum, 1968 [48]. PMN were directly counted and sus-
pended in Ringer (in mmol/l: 160 NaCl, 4.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 5 

HEPES, pH 7.4//Osmolarity 300 mOsmol/l). 
Solutions were modified to be phosphate free. Phosphate binds Zn2+

with high affinity, Zn3(PO4)2 which is almost insoluble [49]. Thereby, 
we omitted PO4

3- as it could potentially affect our zinc inhibition assays. 

2.2. PLB985 culture and differentiation 

Cells were kept in a standard incubator at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 in 
regular RPMI 1640 GlutaMAX 10% FBS. Splitting was performed when 
cell density reached 3.5 × 105 cells/ml every 2–3 days. It appeared that 
self-induced differentiation of the cells started at cell density of 106 

cells/ml. All cell lines were treated identically. Differentiation was 
performed utilizing DMSO 1.25% (v/v) and reduced FBS content to 
2.5%. After six days, cells were resuspended in Ringer in the desired 
concentration and prepared for H2O2 measurement. The following cell 
lines were tested: PLB 985 [50], X-CGD = knock-out of NOX2 in PLB985 
[51], SBW = X-CGD cell line expressing BFP (blue fluorescent protein), 
SgpsIBW = X-CGD cell line co-expressing BFP and NOX2 [52]. 

2.3. Amplex Red assay quantification of H2O2 production 

H2O2 release was measured using Amplex ultra red (Invitrogen® 
A36006) which is catalysed by horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to the 
fluorescent and stable resorufin. The catalysed reaction between Amplex 
Red molecule and H2O2 has a stoichiometry of 1:1, one mol H2O2 pro-
duces one mol Resorufin. Therefore, quantification of H2O2 production 
is possible. Measurements were done in a volume of 100 μl, with typi-
cally 2.5 × 104 cells/well. However, data normalized to one cell is dis-
played to increase comparability between experiments. Absolute 
concentrations of H2O2 were taken in each experiment from a freshly 
made calibration curve. Zn2+ in the concentrations experimentally 
applied did not affect the calibration curve. Measurements were done at 
37 ◦C after brief shaking for 1 min. A dose response curve of phorbol 12- 
myristate 13-acetate (PMA) concentration compared to ROS production 
was generated. Highest production of ROS was achieved at a concen-
tration of 120 nM PMA in the well. PMA was dissolved in 1:1 DMSO and 
Ethanol volume. Each recording was done in doublets to reduce possible 
sources of errors. The number of experiments (n) refers to independent 
individual experiments and does not refer to assay repeats with the same 
cells. 

2.4. Quantification of cell death by flow cytometry 

Plasma membrane integrity as marker for cell death was assessed by 
the DNA-binding dye propidium iodide (PI). After incubation of the cells 
with 40 ng PI (Thermo Fisher Scientific 00-6990) for 5 min, incorpo-
ration was measured using a FACSCanto II (BD Heidelberg, Germany). 
Measurements were done in triplicates and analyzed for PI positive cells 
within the BFP expressing population using FACSDiVa 6.1.3 and FlowJo 
10.7. 

2.5. Matlab mathematical model 

We transformed the model of Murphy and DeCoursey [8] into Matlab 
R2018b 64 bit and its toolbox Simulink 9.2. We were able to reproduce 
the data presented in the publication. To convert electron current to 
H2O2 release, we integrated the electron current and plotted the data 
into a H2O2 time plot. Data was multiplied by 0.5 based on the redox 
reaction of two electrons forming one H2O2. 

In the Murphy and DeCoursey model the electron current (Ie) is 
running into a constant value (10 pA). This would result into the 
integral: 

lim
t→∞

∫τ=t

τ=0

Ie(τ)dτ=∞ (1) 
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Introduction of a factor reducing Ie can be expressed as a so called 
Posicast function, which contents a Laplace transfer function  

GP(s) = 1 – e-sTt                                                                              (2) 

where. 

s ε ℂ = the Laplace variable with the unit 1/sec 
Tt = dead time in seconds 

Over time the electron current Ie runs into a constant but finite value 
Iekonst. The output of the Posicast transfer function can be expressed as: 

lim
t→∞

Ie, out(t) = lim
s→0

s*Ie, out(s) = lim
S→0

s *
(
1 − e− sTt) (1/s) Iekonst = 0 (3) 

Or as: 

∫t

0

Ie, out (τ)dτ =
∫Tt

0

Ie, out(t)dt ≤ M < ∞...

///

applies for t ≥ Tt

(4) 

The data was later scaled to the experimental data by filter function: 

GF(s)=Kp
sT + 1
sτ + 1

(5)   

Kp = proportional coefficient 
T = time constant in seconds 
τ = time constant in seconds 

3. Results 

3.1. PMN data 

In freshly isolated human PMN, respiratory burst was initiated by 
120 nM of the phorbol ester PMA [53]. After a brief initial delay (2–4 
min) human PMN start producing H2O2 at an increasing rate (Fig. 1). 
Concentrations of zinc from 1 μM to 3 mM were added to the cells before 
mixing and PMA activation. During the course of the experiment, sub-
stantial inhibition of the ROS production by zinc was visible. Over the 
whole 120 min two phases of production emerge. There is an initial 
phase after the delay showing strong production. In most traces shown 
in Fig. 1, after 20 min the first phase transitioned into a second phase 
where the slope of the production is shallow or absent. Inhibition by zinc 
is instantly visible at t = 90 min as a clear reduction of overall released 

H2O2. Initial production is best seen as the steepness of the slope of 
cumulative hydrogen peroxide production, or as the maximum of the 
first derivative of the cumulative H2O2 release. The slope of production 
(production rate) is decreasing with increasing zinc concentrations 
(Fig. 1B). An inhibition of 50% of the H2O2 release (fmol • min− 1 •

cell− 1) resulted in an IC50 of 21 μM Zn2+. Overall, zinc inhibits potently 
the release of H2O2 by PMN. The Dixon plot of Fig. 1C shows an almost 
linear reduction of H2O2 release up to 100 μM of Zn2+, suggesting an 
apparent αKi of 28 μM. However, αKi is exclusively deductible from the 
data, if the inhibition researched is a noncompetitive inhibition and 
substrate levels are saturating. Zinc binds to HV1 not to NOX2 which 
literally represents noncompetitive inhibition, where the NOX2 would 
represent the enzymatic active site and HV1 would be a binding position 
distant to the active site, albeit affecting the active site. Virtually, the 
substrate for H2O2 is NADPH which we are certain is at saturating levels 
during the respiratory burst in the PMN. 

3.2. Data PLB985 

There are cell lines that represent human PMN and are generally 
used in respiratory burst research if freshly isolated human PMN are not 
available or intended to be used. PLB985 cells are similar to the HL-60 
cell line derived from a patient with acute myeloid leukemia [50]. We 
compared the respiratory burst of PLB985 cells with the human PMN by 
repeating zinc inhibition experiments. Firstly, we focused on the func-
tional comparability of PMN to PLB985. The results would then indicate 
whether the dualism of NADPH oxidase and the voltage-gated proton 
channel is a general principle of ROS release during the oxidative burst. 
To produce quantifiable amounts of H2O2, PLB985 cells had to be 
differentiated over 5–7 days. Fig. 2 shows the sum of 5 recordings of 
differentiated PLB985 cells. 

Qualitatively zinc has the same effect on PLB985 respiratory burst as 
in freshly isolated human PMN. The IC50 = 33 μM Zn2+ and apparent 
KM = 751 μM Zn2+, which is reasonably close to PMN. However, there 
are some fine differences. The delay before visible onset of H2O2 release 
is prolonged compared to PMN. We reasoned that the differentiation 
process does not fully differentiate all PLB985 cells into granulocytes. 
Preliminary states of differentiation and undifferentiated cells are most 
likely still part of the population of the recorded cells [54]. As a popu-
lation effect we would see this variability in differentiation as a delay in 
the onset of production. One more difference is that PMN were isolated 
from erythrocytes by osmotic shock, which was not applied to PLB cells. 
The standard error of the H2O2 release is much more pronounced in 

Fig. 1. H2O2 production of human PMN acti-
vated by PMA and inhibited by zinc. 
A) In seven independent experiments H2O2 
release was measured over 120 min. Zinc con-
centrations from 1 μM to 3 mM inhibit H2O2 
release. Data is displayed as Mean ± SD. Overall 
release of H2O2 is seen at 120 min. Maximal rate 
of production is determined at the steepest slope 
of H2O2 release over time. Data was normalized 
to a single cell (n = 7). B) Inhibition response 
curve giving an IC50 = 21 μM Zn2+. C) Dixon Plot 
fitted with a Michaelis-Menten-Equation showing 
an apparent KM =799 μM Zn2+.   
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PLB985 cells, which we attribute to the inhomogeneous differentiation 
too. In contrast, freshly isolated PMN showed a defined standard error. 
PMN are fully differentiated as they enter the bloodstream. Therefore, 
the variance presented in the data would be expected to be less. Based 
exclusively on the mean H2O2 release, zinc inhibits PLB985 cells com-
parable to PMN (Supp Fig. 1). The amount of reactive oxygen species 
that originate from the mitochondria instead of the NADPH oxidase 
might be quantified by using a PLB985 cell line that has the NOX2 gene 
knocked out. We performed the standard experiment utilizing PLB 
X-CGD NOX2 knock-out cell line [51]. Measuring the H2O2 release over 
2 h did not demonstrate any clearly quantifiable amount (Supp Fig. 2), 
in comparison to the NOX2 originated H2O2. We conclude that under the 
conditions we applied, the majority of H2O2 quantified was due to 
NOX2. Mitochondrial ROS production appeared neglectable (Supp 
Fig. 2). 

In PLB X-CGD SgpslBW (abbreviated = SgpsIBW) cell line NOX2 
genetic information was reintroduced into the PLB X-CGD cell line. We 
ran another five experiments with this rescue cell line (Fig. 3), partly to 
find out whether a higher expression of NOX2 would enhance ROS 
production. Quantitatively, we measure almost the same amount of 

H2O2 released as from the PLB985 cells (Supp Fig. 1). 
All three cell types are strongly releasing H2O2. Evidently, all cell 

types start with a delay after PMA activation which is shortest in PMN 
(PMN < PLB = PLB X-CGD SgpsIBW). A high rate H2O2 release is in the 
first part of the H2O2 curve. Usually the maximum release takes place 
during this phase. The slope (fmol • min− 1 • cell− 1) decreases afterwards 
and over time the respiratory burst is stopped. We assume that an un-
known factor is stopping further production of ROS. The shortage of 
substrate (glucose) as a stopping factor during the respiratory burst is 
readily excludable. Glucose is converted into NADPH via the hexose 
monophosphate shunt [55]. Consequently, we may estimate how much 
glucose is converted into NADPH [56]. Approximately 3.75 × 1013 

molecules of glucose are used as substrate in a microplate well that 
contains 25.000 cells during the respiratory burst. The amount of 
glucose in the well is 3.00 × 1017 molecules. Therefore, it is unlikely that 
a lack of substrate is stopping the respiratory burst in phagocytes. Ox-
ygen is estimated to be at a concentration around 200 μM in the well. 
10–20 μM of oxygen is maximally consumed during the respiratory burst 
by the 25000 cells per well. It seems unlikely that oxygen deprivation is 
a reason for the reduction of H2O2 release. Product inhibition by H2O2 

Fig. 2. H2O2 production of human PLB 985 
cells activated by PMA and inhibited by zinc. 
A) In five independent experiments over of 
120 min H2O2 release was measured. Zinc 
concentrations from 1 μM to 3 mM inhibited 
H2O2 release. Data is displayed as Mean ±
SD. Overall release of H2O2 is seen at 120 
min. Maximal rate of production is deter-
mined at the steepest slope of H2O2 release 
over time. Data was normalized to a single 
cell (n = 5). B) Dose-response curve giving 
an IC50 = 33 μM Zn2+. C) Dixon Plot fitted 
with a Michaelis-Menten-Equation showing 
an apparent KM =751 μM Zn2+. Abbrevia-
tions: PLBd = PLB cells differentiated, 
+PMA = triggered by PMA, +1000 μM Zn2+

= 1 mM zinc used to inhibit H2O2 release.   

Fig. 3. H2O2 production of human PLB985 
X-CGD SgpslBW cells activated by PMA and 
inhibited by zinc. 
A) In five independent experiments H2O2 
release was measured over 120 min. Zinc 
concentrations from 1 μM to 3 mM inhibit 
H2O2 release. Data is displayed as Mean ±
SD. Overall release of H2O2 is seen at 120 
min. Maximal rate of production is deter-
mined at the steepest slope of H2O2 release 
over time. Data was normalized to a single 
cell (n = 5). B) Dose-response curve giving 
an IC50 = 13 μM Zn2+. C) Dixon Plot fitted 
with a Michaelis-Menten-Equation showing 
an apparent KM =350 μM Zn2+. Abbrevia-
tions: BWd = PLB X-CGD SgpslBW differen-
tiated, + PMA = triggered by PMA, + 1 μM 
Zn2+ = additional 1 μM zinc in well.   
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appears to be unlikely too. The release of H2O2 into the well is highest in 
the PMA (control) triggered trace without zinc. The lowest H2O2 release 
is in the PMA +3 mM zinc trace. However, the termination of the res-
piratory burst in the PMA +3 mM zinc trace is much earlier than in the 
PMA without zinc trace (control). Consequently, the amount of H2O2 
released appears not to be the reason for termination. If that were the 
case, the lower amount of H2O2 should have a stronger effect on release. 

3.3. Zinc removal experiments 

One central question of this study is: Does zinc inhibition affects the 
phagocytes irreversibly, or does H2O2 release continue undisturbed after 
chelating zinc? Furthermore, if an unknown stopping factor diffuses 
away after zinc inhibition is released. We generated a highly buffered 
EGTA containing solution. Zinc is chelated by EGTA with a 1:1 stoi-
chiometry. The stability constant of EGTA and Zinc is higher than for 
Ca2+ and Mg2+, the other divalent ions in our Ringer solution. Hence, 
EGTA binds preferentially Zn2+ over Ca2+ and over Mg2+. One other 
side effect is that if the chelator binds divalent ions, protons are released 
[57]. Thus pH measurements were performed in Ringer with zinc con-
centrations from 1 μM to 3000 μM after adding 2 μl EGTA solution. We 
were able to modify the solution to a point were exclusively a small 
deviation from the actual ringer pH (pH = 7.4) was achieved. Maxi-
mally, the EGTA solution reduced the pH from 7.4 to 7.1. In Fig. 4 zinc 
removal is shown at an early stage of the H2O2 release. Remarkably, the 
effect of the pH drop is readily seen in the control trace without zinc 
(blue trace). However, even the comparably small inhibitory effect of 1 
μM zinc could be reverted by EGTA to a H2O2 release of control + EGTA 
values. After EGTA addition the traces containing zinc concentrations of 
10, 30 and 100 μM drastically increased the release of H2O2. A drop in 
signal was visible minutes after the addition of EGTA. This phenomenon 
appeared constantly in all recordings after EGTA addition. We suspect 
some interaction of EGTA with the Amplex Red reagent might be 
responsible for the drop. However, we are able to exclude automatic 
calibration of the plate reader since the control traces didn’t show an 
adjustment in the comparable time window. The calibration traces 
showed a drop of Amplex Red fluorescence due to 2 μl EGTA solution 
addition but never a rise in signal. We attribute the drop to the slightly 
lowered pH. Thus we are certain that the increase in H2O2 release is a 
biological signal connected to the cells. The recovery, after EGTA 
addition, of H2O2 release is stronger than the simultaneously run control 
trace. It appears that at higher concentrations of zinc the recovery due to 

EGTA is in total weaker (Fig. 4), even though the peak slope of H2O2 
release is almost the same (Fig. 4B + 4C) as in control. We suspected that 
termination of the respiratory burst might be accompanied by cell death 
of PMN and potentiated by zinc [58]. Removal of zinc by EGTA would 
remove the inhibition of H2O2 release. The peak slope would represent 
all cells able to continue releasing H2O2 uninhibited. Therefore, it 
should represent the “working/living” fraction of cells. Fig. 4B and C 
support the hypothesis almost fully. For instance at 10 μM zinc, the zinc 
inhibited and by EGTA disinhibited cells (green hollow symbols) release 
almost as much H2O2 per time as the 1 μM zinc (yellow hollow symbols) 
and PMA control trace (blue hollow symbols). However, much more 
than the still 10 μM zinc inhibited trace (green filled symbols). 

EGTA has been tested on PMN granules before [59]. Interestingly, 
the apparent maximal ROS production was not changed by EGTA, but 
the oxidation of NADPH was enhanced. The enhanced oxidation of 
NADPH might be the reason for the irregular curve shapes after EGTA 
addition. Unfortunately, we weren’t able to investigate this phenome-
non in more detail. In the calibration curve (without cells) EGTA 
reduced the signal slightly over time. 

Furthermore, the use of a high stability chelator, that complexes free 
zinc, will never chelate all free zinc. The reaction would predict that 
between the two binding molecules -proton channel and EGTA-the free 
zinc will bind and unbind. The higher the initial zinc concentration in 
the well the higher will be the amount of zinc still able to bind to proton 
channels after EGTA chelation. 

We tested whether chelating zinc at a later point in time (50 min) 
during the experiment would show comparable data (Supp Fig.4). Here, 
the recovery of H2O2 release after zinc chelation appeared in total 
diminished compared to the earlier EGTA addition. However, the peak 
rate of release (slope/slopemax) (Supp Figs. 4B–C) was close to the data 
from Fig. 4. At a concentration of 300 μM zinc, a visible decline in 
release rate manifests during the late application of EGTA, suggesting a 
smaller contribution of “working/releasing” cells. 

The data implies a time dependence of the respiratory burst con-
sisting of three phases/parts. The first phase is the delay representing 
activation and assembly of the NOX2 complex. The second phase is very 
stable and characterized by massive H2O2 release. The third phase is 
represented by the decline of H2O2 release. 

3.4. Analysis of cell death by flow cytometry 

The reduced total release of H2O2 might be explained by cell death. 

Fig. 4. H2O2 release of human PMN inhibi-
ted by zinc and chelated by EGTA. 
A) In three independent experiments over of 
90 min H2O2 release was measured. Zinc 
concentrations from 1 μM to 3 mM inhibit 
H2O2 release. Data is displayed as Mean. 
EGTA was added at ≈ 16 min. Overall 
release of H2O2 is seen at 90 min. Maximal 
rate of production is determined at the 
steepest slope of H2O2 release over time. 
Data was normalized to a single cell. B) 
Dose-response curve giving an IC50 = 14 μM 
Zn2+. C) Dixon Plot fitted with a Michaelis- 
Menten-Equation showing an apparent KM 
= 67 μM Zn2+.   
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We investigated cell death of the two cell lines SgpslBW (used before in 
Fig. 3) and the comparable NOX2 knock out cell line SBW by using flow 
cytometry and the DNA-binding dye propidium iodide (PI). Propidium 
iodide is a DNA intercalating molecule that is unable to enter the cell if 
the plasma membrane is still intact. To mimic our H2O2 experiments, 
cells were differentiated for 6 days with DMSO. Cells were incubated at 
37 ◦C for 80 min in an identical Ringer used in all of the presented H2O2 
releasing measurements. Additionally, the incubation was made with or 
without PMA and in the presence or absence of zinc, to establish 
reasonable control experiments. 80 min as point in time was selected in 
agreement with our H2O2 recordings in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the results of 
three experiments. Zinc was used at four different concentrations: 0, 3, 
30, and 300 μM. Both cell lines express Blue Fluorescent Protein (BFP) 
and are derived from the PLB-X-CGD cell line after lentiviral trans-
duction. SBW cells serve as KO control for the SgpsIBW cells, which 
additionally over-express a cDNA coding for NOX2. Thus, we set the 
gates to BFP + cells to directly compare NOX2 non-expressing to NOX2 
overexpressing cells. Both cell lines responded to increasing zinc con-
centrations with enhanced cell death. PMA alone increased the number 
of dead cells in comparison to control. Our results show that higher zinc 
concentrations in connection with PMA increase the amount of dead 
cells. At 300 μM zinc the difference between dead cells in solely zinc and 
zinc plus PMA is less pronounced. We record zinc and PMA affecting the 
viability of the cells. Interestingly, 300 μM Zn2+ appear to effectively 
reduce viability even without PMA. 

3.5. Mathematical model 

This model is based on experimentally obtained data of human PMN 

and derives from Murphy and DeCoursey [8]. 
First, we extended the model so that we were able to calculate H2O2 

production from electron current. In accordance with the stoichiometry 
of the chemical reactions, two electrons translocated across the mem-
brane to generate one H2O2 molecule and one molecular oxygen. Sur-
prisingly, the Murphy model does not reproduce our experimental data. 
It doesn’t terminate the respiratory burst but reaches a constant H2O2 
rate of release over time. Applying exclusively the Murphy model would 
per se not lead to stoppage of H2O2 release (Fig. 6). Therefore, the 
Murphy Model might be missing an additional factor terminating the 
H2O2 release of PMN. Our investigation of voltage gated proton channel 
inhibition by zinc [26] enabled us to build a simple model of zinc in-
hibition by solely reducing the rate constant of proton channel activa-
tion. We followed this path and reduced the activation rate constant 
with increasing zinc concentration in the model. This approach was 
implemented before by Murphy and DeCoursey. In our model we 
mimicked the four zinc concentrations we used in our experiments. We 
wanted to implement a provisional simple approach with which we 
could reproduce the experimentally acquired H2O2 data. Therefore, the 
electron current has to be close to zero after 120 min of simulation time. 
This would match the constant H2O2 value seen at the end of the ex-
periments with no further H2O2 release. We introduced two modifica-
tions in the Murphy Model. First, we included a Posicast function [60]. 
Posicast determines a delay after which the original signal is turned off. 
We found that a delay of 264–946 s is sufficient to reproduce the 
experimental data without deviating drastically from the predicted 
membrane potential (Fig. 8). The second modification was a filter 
equation that scaled the result to the experimental data. Posicast and 
filter parameters are shown in Supp. Table 1. We thought that the 

Fig. 5. Zinc and PMA increases cell death during the respiratory burst 
A) Dotplots of the two PLB985 cell lines: SBW cells (don not express NOX2) and SgpslBW cells (do express a functional NADPH oxidase). Gates are set according to 
the expression of BFP (blue fluorescence protein). Cell death is assessed via the uptake of membrane impermeable PI. Increasing concentrations of zinc lead to more 
dead cells. B) Summary of three individual experiments with 80 min incubation at 37 ◦C. Data is depicted as Mean + SD. 120 nM PMA increases cell death, which is 
augmented by rising concentrations of zinc. 300 μM of zinc has an impact on cell viability with and without PMA. Abbreviations: BFP + cells fluorescence blue, PI +
cells have taken up PI. 
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Posicast function simulates the termination phenomenon of the experi-
ments sufficiently, as can be seen in Fig. 7 overlapping measured data 
and simulation data. One potential scenario would be that parts of the 
population of cells start to terminate H2O2 release by ultimately entering 
cell death, throughout the respiratory burst. Consequently, the pool of 
cells that release H2O2 is diminishing. The decline of releasing cells re-
sults into a net reduction of overall NADPH activity, hence electron 
current. Additionally, on single cell level, the Posicast/filter modifica-
tions imitate the reduction of electron current by potentially lowered 
cytosolic pH. Zinc inhibition of proton channels reduces the intracellular 
pH [18,20]. Strong depolarization decreases the electron current caused 
by the voltage-dependence of NOX2. Thus, these factors would 
contribute to lowered H2O2 release. Interestingly, the dead time until 
cutoff of the Posicast correlates well with the observed earlier cessation 

of H2O2 release at higher zinc concentrations, during the experiments in 
Fig. 1. Finally, Posicast function is one potential add-on to reproduce 
zinc inhibition results by using the experimental data based model of 
Murphy. 

Moreover, we used a second approach. We fitted the first derivative 
of the H2O2 release traces from previous experiments using two first 
order exponential functions. One, describing the rising part of the first 
derivative as activation time constant. The other describes the declining 
part. After analyzing the results, we recognized comparable small 
changes in the time constant of activation (which is technically difficult 
to resolve and more an estimate) but pronounced changes in the time 
constant of deactivation (Fig. 9A). The deactivation time constant ap-
pears to be dependent on the zinc concentration. Thus, the time course 
of respiratory burst termination is mostly dependent on the deactivation 
time constant which shortens by increasing zinc concentrations. Fig. 9B 
shows a typical fit of the first derivative of the 10 μM zinc trace (see 
Fig. 1). 

Overall, we present two potential approaches to extract information 
about the respiratory burst termination from the H2O2 release of PMN. 
Both approaches specifically target the saturating part of the H2O2 
release due to zinc. 

4. Discussion 

This study was designed to understand the respiratory burst of 
human PMN in more detail. Why the respiratory burst terminates and 
which factor or factors are responsible for the stoppage of ROS release is 
currently under discussion. We investigated the release of H2O2 during 
the respiratory burst via the well-established Amplex Red assay [61]. 
Our results suggest that the membrane potential and potentially the 
cytosolic pH are probable factors that affect the respiratory burst and 
possibly terminate it. 

While we discovered two new potential factors, we might be able to 
exclude some previously suggested factors to be dominant in terminat-
ing the H2O2 release due to zinc inhibition. 

Fig. 6. Model calculation of H2O2 release by PMN.Using the model of Murphy 
and DeCoursey we calculated the H2O2 production from the model lasting 90 
minutes. The model doesn’t predict termination of the H2O2 release of PMN. 
Not even under conditions simulating proton channel inhibition with 1 mM 
zinc. Corresponding to our experiments the model predicts an initial delay but 
does not capture the H2O2 release correctly over a longer period of time. 

Fig. 7. Modelled H2O2 release by PMN including Posicast/Filter function. 
Modifying model of Murphy and DeCoursey we calculated the H2O2 production 
from the modified model lasting 120 minutes. Here, Posicast function re-
produces the termination of H2O2 release over time. Four zinc concentrations 
and control are included. Dashed lines represent the recorded PMN data 
from Fig. 1. 

Fig. 8. Simulated membrane potential changes in PMN by the Murphy/ 
DeCoursey model and the implemented Posicast/Filter function. 
Murphy and DeCoursey model calculated membrane potential changes in 
dashed lines. Murphy and DeCoursey model modified by the Posicast/Filter 
equation in straight lines. The initial voltage changes are the same in both 
approaches. However, in between 10-20 minutes of the simulations membrane 
potential declines faster due to Posicast/Filter onset. 
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4.1. H2O2 does not predominantly inhibit the respiratory burst during zinc 
inhibition 

The cumulative amount of H2O2 released is not a factor that ceases 
the respiratory burst. Reproducibly, higher zinc concentrations change 
the shape of the resulting H2O2 release curve. The point in time when the 
H2O2 release is almost zero appears early with increased zinc concen-
tration. The cumulative maximal release is lower with higher zinc 
concentrations. As a membrane permeant substance, H2O2 would be 
equally distributed between the volume of the well and the cytosol of the 
cell. If H2O2 accumulates in the cell due to massive release, it would 
accumulate the most and have the highest impact on those H2O2 curves 
which show the strongest release, but the opposite is the case. The 
curves that produce the least amount, progress into zero release the 
earliest. Therefore, H2O2 as a dominant termination factor might be 
excludable during the respiratory burst of PMN and zinc inhibition. 

Another possibility is product inhibition due to H2O2. High concen-
trations of H2O2 would inhibit the conversion of O2

− into H2O2. Again, 
this mechanism would predict that the highest H2O2 release curves 
would reach zero accumulation the earliest. We cannot detect such ef-
fects in our measurements and therefore we exclude the product inhi-
bition hypothesis. 

4.2. Change in phosphorylation as terminator of H2O2 release 

We are using PMA as the sole activator of the respiratory burst. PMA 
stimulation appears to be practically irreversible. It induces NADPH 
oxidase assembly in the surface membrane so that O2

− is formed in the 
extracellular solution [43]. In our experiments this is readily measurable 
with Amplex Red. However, the PMA concentration has an equal con-
centration in all wells. This implies that termination by changes in 
phosphorylation status would identically affect the shape of all curves, 
for both PMA and for PMA + zinc concentrations. This is not the case. 
Solely, if zinc were to affect PKC by an unknown mechanism, the 
experimental results could be explained. To our knowledge there is no 
report of zinc affecting PKC. 

4.3. Change of the cytoskeleton terminates H2O2 release 

In the introduction we mentioned that the actin of the cytoskeleton is 
one essential component that terminates the respiratory burst. If the pH 
inside the cytosol is changing, then certainly the NADPH oxidase by 
itself [18], but also the components of the cytoskeleton, are affected. The 
pH dependence of the cytoskeleton reduces the cycling rate of NADPH 
oxidase, determined by assembly and disassembly. This would reduce 
the number of active oxidase complexes and result in declining H2O2 
release. Additionally, changes in membrane potential would affect the 
NADPH oxidase, particularly the transmembrane complexes [19], but 
should not impact proteins inside the cytosol. Hence, the cytoskeleton is 

most likely affected by lower pH but most probably not by membrane 
potential. 

4.4. Membrane potential is terminating the respiratory burst 

Several publications report that the activity of the NADPH oxidase 
depolarizes the membrane potential of phagocytes [62]. Values up to 60 
mV have been reported for human neutrophils [63]. Approximating the 
ordinate of the membrane potential measurements from Rada et al. and 
Geiszt et al., to positive values, results in depolarization around +50 mV 
[3,64]. Zinc amplifies the effect of NADPH oxidase activity on the 
membrane potential. Depolarizations up to +180 mV under zinc inhi-
bition have been described in granulocytes [65]. The long depolariza-
tion over time frames from minutes to hours may result into plasma 
membrane rupture in phagocytes. Generally, in patch-clamp experi-
ments voltages over +100 mV over seconds tend to result in membrane 
rupture. Therefore, termination of the respiratory burst might be con-
nected to unsustainability of the inner milieu and subsequent cell death. 
We introduced a factor into the mathematical model that represents 
non-functional oxidases (Posicast), and we analyzed the decline of H2O2 
release depending on zinc concentration. Our model calculates H2O2 
release curves comparable to our experimental data (Fig. 7), exclusively 
focussing on membrane potential and zinc inhibition. 

4.5. Cytosolic acidification terminates respiratory burst 

During the respiratory burst in phagocytes protons are massively 
produced. The sources for the protons are the oxidation of NADPH to 
NADP++H+, the hexose monophosphate shunt that generates a proton 
for each NADPH made, and additionally ½ CO2 is produced which could 
be a potential source of a proton in the cytosol. Hence, acidification of 
the cytosol has to happen during the respiratory burst. The main 
transporters involved into proton translocation are the voltage-gated 
proton channel, the sodium proton antiporter, and proton ATPases. It 
appears that the most energetically efficient way to lower the proton 
concentration inside the cell is to passively conduct the hydrogen ions 
through the voltage gated proton channel HV1. However, the sodium 
proton antiporter participates in the pH homeostasis too, utilizing the 
transmembrane sodium gradient. The proton ATPase consumes ATP to 
translocate the proton and is therefore the most energetically 
demanding way. Morgan et al. 2009 reported that voltage gated proton 
channels and sodium proton antiporter are essential to counteract 
acidification [20]. ATPases take part also but their contribution is 
comparably small. If acidification is the consequence of the respiratory 
burst then it is straight forward to suggest massive acidification as a 
factor that terminates the respiratory burst. The cellular protein ma-
chinery is pH-dependent and less efficient the lower the pH inside the 
cell is. HV1 knock-out PMN investigated by El Chemaly et al. [36], have 
shown pH reduction during control conditions and even stronger after a 

Fig. 9. Fitting the first derivative of H2O2 release 
by two single exponential equations. 
A) Time constants [Zn2+] plot, calculated out of 
the first derivative of the H2O2 release. First de-
rivative was fitted with two single exponential 
equations as in B. Deactivation time constant is 
stronger dependent on zinc than activation time 
constant. B) Example of a fit of the first deriva-
tive of the 10 μM zinc inhibition H2O2 release 
trace. Note fits were increasingly difficult at high 
zinc concentrations because of the low signal to 
noise ratio.   
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PMA triggered respiratory burst. Acidification could be a cause for burst 
termination. 

Chemistry predicts that two electrons are needed to generate one 
molecule H2O2. Thus, from the H2O2 data we are able to estimate the 
electron current of a single cell. However, patch–clamp registrations of 
electron current found that Ie is stable throughout hours or until the 
measurement is disrupted. Therefore, it is likely that the two compo-
nents, membrane potential and pH, which are clamped by the patch 
pipette during patch-clamp recordings, could play a decisive role in 
respiratory burst termination in PMN. In contrast to patch-clamp re-
cordings, the registrations in well plates do neither clamp the trans-
membrane potential nor the cytosolic pH. 

Our experiments show time dependence when chelating the zinc 
away from the proton channel generating a recovery of the H2O2 release. 
In an early phase (7–10 min) the recovery due to zinc chelation was 
substantial while at a late phase (50 min) it showed smaller effects. The 
steepness of the slope after recovery by late EGTA (50 min) was 50% 
smaller than at early EGTA addition. Thus, nonfunctional cells or cell 
death due to zinc inhibition might be the straight forward explanation 
for this phenomenon. 

We ran flow cytomety assays using PI to stain cells with disrupted 
plasma membrane. PI would not show whether the cell is acidified, 
depolarized or apoptotic, it plainly shows that the plasma membrane 
cannot prevent the entrance of the dye into the nucleus. Thus, it might 
not reflect all cells that stop releasing H2O2 but those which are not able 
to keep the internal milieu. Both zinc and PMA kill cells. Zinc alone at 
low concentrations isn’t very effective. Cell death is triggered strongest 
by PMA in combination with increasing zinc concentrations. However, 
we see a comparable effect with the cell line that has NOX2 knocked out. 
The PMA effect on the NOX2 k. o. cell line is smaller than on the cell line 
harboring the reintroduced NOX2. We checked undifferentiated cells of 
both cell lines. Both showed much less cell death than differentiated 
cells triggered with PMA and inhibited by zinc (Supp Fig.5), suggesting 
that there is a dependence on maturation. Both NOX2 and HV1 are more 
expressed, generate more ROS, and conduct more protons during 
maturation of HL-60 cells [54,66]. Thus, the result encourages a 
connection to those two proteins but does not completely exclude other 
factors that are upregulated during maturation. The high amount of 
dead cells in the NOX2 knock-out suggests that other PMA triggered 
effects might contribute to cell death and these are somewhat zinc 
sensitive. 

4.6. Cell death as consequence of the respiratory burst 

There is vast literature covering PMN cell death. An impressive 
amount of studies investigated which stimuli are enhancing or delaying 
cell death. Here, in this study, we are using PMA, an activator of PKC. 
Our flow cytometry assays show cell death dependent on maturation, 
NOX2 expression and zinc concentration, underlining cell death as a 
consequence of the respiratory burst. 

We are observing function of the cells by measuring the release of 
H2O2. Zinc compromises this function substantially in a dose dependent 
fashion. The key experiment to prove this is the removal of zinc by the 
chelator EGTA. If this is done at an early point in time during the res-
piratory burst, then function can be restored to almost control value. But 
later in the respiratory burst, the chelation of zinc has just minimal effect 
on restoring the cell function. Comparing the kinetics of the H2O2 pro-
duction reveals that the termination of the respiratory burst is faster 
with higher zinc concentrations. Some “factor or factors” have to be 
responsible for this termination. Zinc inhibits HV1 at low [Zn2+]. 
Membrane potential and cytosolic pH are directly modulated by HV1 
during the respiratory burst. Both may most certainly result in a 
multitude of subsequent processes in PMN. Low intracellular pH has 
been shown to enhance caspase activity [67], PMA has been shown to 
induce cell death in PMN [68–70]. Depolarization is an early molecular 
event in cell death [71,72], and volume changes in a living cells are very 

much dependent on the transmembrane potential [73,74]. 

4.7. High zinc concentrations affecting other immune cells than PMN 

In short, not only the respiratory burst of PMN is affected by zinc 
ions. There are reports of natural killer cells which show suppressed 
killing activity by high zinc concentrations. In the adaptive immune 
system, high zinc concentrations attenuate and suppress T cell function, 
and B cells undergo apoptosis in high zinc concentrations [75,76]. 
However, in these cells the effect of zinc might differ from the proposed 
mechanism above and was not investigated in this study. 

5. Conclusion 

In this work we have shown that NOX2 and HV1 are the main pro-
teins contributing to zinc inhibition of the respiratory burst in PMN. 
PLB985 derived cell lines, as well as freshly isolated human PMN, 
responded similarly to zinc inhibition. Freshly isolated PMN are a more 
homogenous population of cells than differentiated PLB985 cells. We 
found that cell death might be the continuation of the termination of the 
respiratory burst. Termination is rapid at high zinc concentrations but it 
appears also in control experiments, albeit much later. During the res-
piratory burst chelating zinc by EGTA recovers H2O2 release drastically 
in the early phase of the experiment, while in the late phase recovery is 
diminished. Our additions to the mathematical model allow a qualita-
tive estimation of H2O2 production by PMN and a first approximation of 
the time constants underlying burst termination. To our knowledge 
EGTA chelating experiments and the improved mathematical model are 
first shown in this publication. Our data reinforce the hypothesis that 
termination of the respiratory burst by zinc is accelerated and might be 
dependent on membrane potential, intracellular pH and followed by cell 
death (Fig. 10). Lastly, free zinc has a substantial impact on immune cell 
function. Thus, this study hopefully underscores its importance in life 
sciences. 
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